ACROSS
1 Grand, as an adventure
5 Calgary's prov. Suddenly bright star
8 (K) Farmer's pasture
12 Famed fiddler
13 (K) Farmer's pasture
14 “National Velvet” author Bagnold
15 (K) Tools that turn pancakes
17 Got 100 on, as a test
18 Violate the law
20 Memorial tribute
23 (K) Lowest whole number
24 (K) By oneself
25 Food connoisseur
29 Genetic initials
30 (K) Did more than walk
31 (K) Two words spoken when people get married
32 (K) They care for children
35 (K) Parts of chickens
37 (K) Opposite of young
38 Motherless calves
39 Promise for the New Year
43 (K) Became older
44 (K) Give some thought to
48 Four-time Super Bowl-winning coach Chuck
49 (K) Humpty Dumpty was one
50 (K) Fish used in salads
51 “Robinson Crusoe” locale
52 (K) Make a statement
53 Whirlpool

DOWN
1 Printer's measures
2 Kind of talk or rally
3 Lyricist Gershwin
4 (K) Many t-shirts are made from it
5 Quench
6 (K) Tilt to one side
7 Double-reed instrument
8 (K) Closer
9 (K) Less than twice
10 (K) Competes
11 (K) Puts two and two together
16 More than suggest
19 African antelope
20 (K) Deserve through hard work
21 Bone by the biceps
22 (K) Give out temporarily
25 (K) Car fuel
26 Type of camp or bus
27 (K) Borderline
28 (K) Flip, as a coin
30 (K) Makes something less than what it was
33 (K) Chicken ___ soup
34 (K) Not feeling well
35 Courts
36 (K) Set ablaze
38 Faded and dirty
39 Wife of a rajah
40 Narcissists' problems
41 (K) Opposite of buy
42 Ceremonial gown
45 (K) Firecracker that does not go off
46 (K) Opposite of beginning
47 Comic actor Romano